**Epic Requirements:**

All seven (7) modules are required.

Once in Cornerstone please search the exact title listed in **bold**.

1. **Online Curriculum**: choose only ONE that best fits your role and training needs.
   - Epic Curriculum: GME Hospitalist Providers (Inpatient only)
   - Epic Curriculum: GME Ambulatory Providers (Ambulatory only)
   - Epic Curriculum: GME Ambulatory and Inpatient Providers (Inpatient & Ambulatory)
   - Epic Curriculum: GME Mental Health Providers (Psych)
   - Epic Curriculum: General Membership Providers (Radiology)
   - Epic Curriculum: GME ED/UC Providers (Emergency Medicine)
   - Epic Curriculum: Labor and Delivery GME (ObGyn and Maternal Fetal)
   - Epic Curriculum: GME Surgeon Providers (all Surgical subspecialties)
   - Epic Curriculum: GME Beacon Providers (Hem/Onc)
   - Epic Curriculum: GME Critical Care Providers

2. **Target Zero New Provider Orientation**: Once in Cornerstone please search this exact title “Target Zero New Provider Orientation”. Please **don't** choose "CHCO-Target Zero New Provider Orientation FL".


4. **COVID Training Update - Providers**: Once in Cornerstone please search this exact title “COVID Training Update - Providers"

5. **CHCO-Telehealth Clinician Compliance Training**: Once in Cornerstone please search this exact title “CHCO-Telehealth Clinician Compliance Training”.

6. **CHCO - Electronic Prescribing of Controlled Substances (EPCS)**: Once in Cornerstone please search this exact title “CHCO - Electronic Prescribing of Controlled Substances (EPCS)".

7. **Telehealth videos**: See instructions below. Informational only, there will not be an assessment for this.
Telehealth videos:
- Log into https://go.childrenscolorado.org
- Click on My Childrens Colorado (under apps).
- You should have already registered yourself for DUO (remote access). If you have not done so, please refer to the bottom of the page under “FIRST STEP”.
- The videos are located under the Top Links/Altitude on the main page.

Or please try this link:
PAPR Donning and Doffing https://altitudevideotrainingplatform.azurewebsites.net/?securityToken=1vZeXXC5QxYPMl0cdHfRX8nOrdPm5INjlyFwpAo&videoId=312